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HONG KONG’S 

PHOTOGENIC FOOD 

CAN BRING MORE 

YOUNG TRAVELERS 

FROM JAPAN  
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WHY IS ‘PHOTOGENIC’ IMPORTANT? 

Photogenic food can bring many young travelers from Japan to 

Hong Kong because…   

・Young people in Japan decide travel destinations 

where they can take a lot of nice pictures to post on 

Instagram. 

 

・pictures of nice-looking food                                                              

are the most popular. 

Me focusing on taking good looking 

pictures to post on Instagram... 

(took more than 20 pictures) 

Delicious is not 

enough!!! I want 

“photogenic” ones!!!  
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WHY INSTAGRAM? 

About 20% people 

use Instagram 

More than 30%  

Young people 

 in their Teen and 

Twenties use 

Instagram!    

マクロミル調べ（research by Macromill) 
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41.1% of the Instagram users have decided their travel 

destinations by  ‘where they can take photogenic pictures. ’ 

WHAT DO INSTAGRAM USERS CARE WHEN 

THEY TRAVEL?  

旅行の口コミフォートラベル調べ（research by four travel)  



THE IMAGE OF HONG KONG FOOD  
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・Are they delicious?   –Yes!! Definitely, they are the best！！！ 

・Are they photogenic enough for travellers?   - 😣 

Delicious! 

Dim Sum!  

 what else..? 

Noodle..? 



HOW ABOUT 
THESE? 
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I was fascinated by Hong Kong’s not only delicious  

but also attractive looking, photogenic food, especially….  

Dim Sums, Afternoon Tea and Bars！ 

 

 

 

 

DELICIOUS × PHOTOGENIC ＝ PERFECT!!!! 
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Delicious 
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IMAGE OF HONG KONG FOOD 
 

NOT ONLY DELICIOUS 

BUT ALSO 

PHOTOGENIC!!!!! 
 



HOW? 
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HOW? 

・Packaged tours 

 

・Reverse look-up guidebook app 

Let people know about the photogenic food 

and more people will travel Hong Kong for the 

food and photos! 
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…And so 

on!! 

PHOTOGENIC PACKAGED TOURS 

Collaborating with a travel agency and an airline company, 

create packaged tours that include visits to photogenic 

and delicious food places. 
 



TOUR PLAN EXAMPLE OF ONE DAY  
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 ●11:00  Brunch at 【Hello Kitty中菜軒】 

 – Enjoy cute Hello Kitty shaped dim sums 

 ●14:00  Afternoon tea at 【Peninsula The Lobby】 

 -Beautiful afternoon tea collaborating with  

famous luxury brand  

● 21:00  Drink at 【Ping Pong 129】 

  – The best gin drinks in old Hong Kong style bar 

 ●19:00  Dinner at 【Aqua Spirits】 

 – Enjoy The Million Dollar Night View and its show that 

starts from 20:00 



REVERSE LOOK-UP GUIDEBOOK APP 
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Hello Kitty 
中菜軒 
 
Dim sum 
・Address 

・phone  

・Budget  

・point 

The Lobby 
 
Afternoon 
tea 
・Address 

・phone  

・Budget  

・Point 

Yum Cha 
 
Dim sum 
・Address 

・phone  

・Budget 

・Point  

Sevva 
 
 
Bar 
・Address 

・phone 

・Budget 

・Point  

Travellers can find where to go from the pictures and get discount when 

they post pictures of those on Instagram. 
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YUM CHA 
 
#Dim Sum  
 
#recommended menu 
・Hot custard buns 
・piggy buns 
・baked crispy pineapple puff 
 
 
・address: 3/F, Attitude Hotel, 20-
22 Granville Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
 
・phone: 852-2751-1666 
 
 
・Budget: $100-200 
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MAP 

Photo gallery   

3mins walk from 尖沙咀 station exit B2 
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This app will help people to get to 

know a great number of delicious 

and photogenic food and drinking 

places Hong Kong has to offer! 



#DISCOUNT SYSTEM 
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① ② ③ 

Eat and take pictures 

at the restaurant on the 

guide book  

Post it on Instagram with 

#deliciousphotogenicHK 

#deliciousphotogenicHK 

Show it to the staff and 

you’ll get 5% discount!  

Get 5% 
Discount! 

More and more people will know Hong Kong’s photogenic food! 

＠Hello kitty 中菜軒 

・Restaurants: more customers→HAPPY! 

・Travelers: get discount→HAPPY! 



#deliciousphotogenicHK 

#deliciousphotogenicHK 

Click the tag 

#deliciousphotogenicHK 

Using the tag #deliciousphotogenicHK, people can see related pictures and find 

out more about it easily. 

 

→More and more people will know about it and get interested in travelling Hong 

Kong for the food! 19 



Photogenic Food 

😣 

=THE BEST TRAVEL    
DESTINATION!! 
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Photogenic Spots 
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Thank 
You! 



SOURCE 

・最新美容情報まとめ 

http://biyoumama.wpblog.jp/category/%E9%A6%99%E6%B8%AF/ 

 

・旅行におけるSNS調査（フォートラベル） 

http://4travel.jp/magazine/report/20130531 

 

・Instagramの今（macromillホノテ） 

https://www.macromill.com/honote/20160726/report.html 
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